FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 8th, 2020

Contact: John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694

SUBJECT: ALL ALTERNATIVE POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE STATE OF VIRGINIA ARE UNITED IN A LAWSUIT TO BRING CHOICE TO THE
VOTERS OF VIRGINIA

The Libertarian Party and the Independent Green Party are added to the Lawsuit to waive the Signature
Requirements for Ballot Access in Virginia to offer CHOICE to the residents of Virginia. Every Congressional Seat as
well as the Senate, President and Vice-President of the United States has a plaintive seeking ballot access. For
President Residents still have the choice of the lesser of two EVILS in Democrat Joe Biden and Republican Donald
Trump, with the lesser of the two evils being Joe Biden. If this lawsuit is successful residents will have the choice of
two women, Libertarian Party Nominee Jo Jorgensen, who is pro-choice, however opposes using government funds to
finance abortion providers such as Planned Parenthood and 100% pro-life and 100% pro-Constitution, not picking and
choosing which Amendment to the Bill of Rights to protect and defend, like Republicans and Democrats do, in
independent Constitution Party candidate Sheila “SAMM” Tittle.
If this lawsuit is successful Virginians will have the opportunity to purge the two UNCONSTITUTIONAL Political
Parties from Virginia, the Republican Party that represents Donald Trump and the Republican Party and the
Democrat Party that represents Joe Biden and the Democrat Party, neither of them represent the voters of Virginia
and the Constitution of the United States. Though there are others seeking the same office as those identified as
Plaintiffs they will also reap the benefits of this Judicial Decision. The Amended Complaint is located here: Amended
Complaint for Virginia Ballot Access.
John Bloom, the Chairman of the Constitution Party of Virginia will interview all non-Republican and Non-Democrat
candidates seeking Congressional seats and provide voters with a FUSION ticket that will be the better of the Good
candidates that will pledge to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of Virginia.
In addition, residents of other states could also benefit from this lawsuit as it is filed in US District Court for violation of
the Equal Protection Clause, the 14th Amendment to the Constitution.
There is one area where BOTH Republicans and Democrats do NOT want Competition, in the Political Arena where
it is needed the most in order to effectively protect the Individual Rights of all RESIDENTS of Virginia. It is up to all
Alternative Political Parties to WORK TOGETHER to save the longest Constitutional Republic in history from
becoming extinct due to the mismanagement and incompetence of the Democrats and Republican Parties. Mr. Bloom
as a former Republican, can tell you that most Republicans are NOT very smart, most follow orders from their Leaders
and those that offer Constitutional solutions to America’s problems are in alternative political parties, and would
not vote for legislation they have NOT read let alone debated, like the Republicans and Democrats do. In Virginia
voting for Donald Trump is a wasted vote, as his party lost every election since he was elected and has not won a
statewide election since 2009, and will not win Virginia. Voting for an Alternative Party could create fully qualified
political parties in Virginia (currently we operate as Political Action Committees) with 10% of the vote.
Democrats in states like Utah, Wyoming, Oklahoma, Alabama and Arkansas where they have no chance of winning
would vote for an Alternative Party candidate for President can prevent Donald Trump from winning those Electoral
votes. If Democrats did that in 2016, Donald Trump would have never been elected. It was the Democrat voters
that helped elect Donald Trump in states where the Hillary Clinton had no chance of winning. Likewise if
Republicans in states like New York, New Jersey, California Virginia and Washington State would vote for an
Alternative Party Candidate for President can prevent Joe Biden from winning those Electoral votes.
In Kentucky, one need not vote for a Democrat, to defeat Moscow Mitch McConnell, Kentucky voters can vote for
Libertarian Brad Barron, https://www.bradbarron2020.com/ who is 100% Pro-Life & 100% Pro-Constitution, for US
Senate.
In South Carolina, one need not vote for a Democrat to defeat Donald Trump’s Lapdog Lindsey Graham, South
Carolina voters can vote for South Carolina Constitution Party Nominee Dr. Bill Bledsoe
(drbillbledsoe@gmail.com ) for US Senate.
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